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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

MAR20 1289 2 1297 1283 1287 MAR20 109,10 4,65 109,40 103,65 109,10

MAY20 1313 -1 1323 1308 1314 MAY20 111,35 4,65 111,60 105,85 111,35

JUL20 1328 -2 1338 1325 1330 JUL20 113,40 4,65 113,65 108,00 113,40

SEP20 1344 -2 1354 1341 1346 SEP20 115,45 4,70 115,65 110,15 115,45
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1285 & 1265-1260
Resistances: 1320, 1345, 1380 & 1410-1450

New York ICE:

Supports: 106,00, 104,00 & 100,00 - 98,00
Resistances: 109,50 - 110,50 & 111,50
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last high low

1,08374 1,0851 1,08293
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

Brazil exported 3.2 million bags of coffee in January, down 7.2% from a year ago, fetching US$438.14 million, down 5.6% year-on-year, Cecafé says in its

monthly report. The average price of the bag of coffee was US$136.00, up 1.7% from a year ago. Arabica coffee accounted for 83.2% of the total coffee
exports, at 2.7 million bags shipped. Soluble coffee reached 9.8% of the shipments, at 315,300 bags, up 29.8% year-on-year. As for conilon (robusta) coffee, it

accounted for 6.9% of the exports, at 223,800 bags, up 48.6%.

Despite producing nearly 10m bags less Arabica in 2019/20 than in 2018/19, Brazil has still managed to export 15.9m bags in the first half of the crop year. This

is just 1.2m less than in 2018/19 and the second highest July-Dec figure on record. This underlines Brazil’s ability to carry stock and maintain supply for the
global market, even in an off-cycle year.

Brazil’s Cerrado region, which boosted its coffee-planting area to tap into a commodity boom, faces dimming prospects for this season’s crop following adverse

weather. Bouts of freezing temperatures, extreme heat and dryness combined to erode tree conditions in the second half of last year, Francisco Sergio de Assis,
the president of Federation of Coffee Growers in Cerrado, said by telephone. The region in Minas Gerais state, which boosted output by 60% in the past decade,
almost doubles the national average. It now accounts for a 10th of all beans grown in Brazil. This year, production in the Cerrado may be less than 6 million

bags, down from a potential as high as 7.5 million bags, Assis said. That would mark a smaller regional crop than in 2018, the previous higher-yielding season in
the two-year cycle. “Half of the Cerrado crop is good and the other half is bad,” said Lucio Dias, commercial director at Cooxupe, Brazil’s top coffee producer and

shipper, in an interview after a recent tour of farms. “Cerrado will certainly harvest less than in 2018.”

The Real was under pressure during the week, trading at a new historical low BRL4.3406. Losses for the year totalized 7.50%, which makes the currency one of

the worst performances of the year to date. Low interest rates and lack of appetite from foreigners for local assets hurt the Real.

Vietnam January coffee exports seen at 145,101 tons, down 22.9% m/m and 28% y/y, General Department of Vietnam Customs says in statement.

The Vietnam harvest came in quickly and was sold heavily into the Q4 2019 rally. About 40% of the crop was sold ahead of the TET holidays. There are reports

of small bean size in some areas that may prevent the 2019/20 crop from reaching a new record. But anyway, it is a big crop of around 30-31 million bags.
Shipments started the crop year slowly (as carry-over stocks from the small 2018/19 crop were low) but accelerated in December.

There are very few export quotations as it's been difficult to buy on domestic market. Farmers in the Central Highlands sold coffee at 30,500-31,000 dong
($1.31-$1.33) per kg, narrowing from the range of 30,800-31,000 dong last week. Farmers are complaining prices are exceptionally low, and asking for at least

33,000 dong per kg, equivalent to the production cost.

Due to recent lack of rainfall, traders said the 2019/20 crop would likely face drought, which could lead to a dip in the production. Anyway, definitive weather
data for the Central Highlands of Vietnam shows the five-year minimum to maximum range for soil moisture levels to be 274mm-595mm with this January being
recorded at 456.7mm, above the median level of 321mm. The winter months are typically observed as being dry and the current data does not suggest moisture

levels being low enough to cause any concern of drought. One isolated area, Lam Dong received less rainfall than the average for the Central Highlands. Soil
moisture levels there were recorded at 412.7mm, closer to the lower range of the five-year min-max range.

2019/20 shipments of American Milds would be about 1m bags lower than last year at a time when demand for this type of coffee is growing. This shortage is

reflected in high physical differentials. Normally, a futures rally such as in Q4 2019 would trigger a wave of origin selling and a weakening of differentials. But
this did not happen in Central America. This is a sign that the crops are at the lower end of expectations.

India - Total permits issued for Indian Coffee Exports including Indian Coffee Instant (Soluble) from 1st Jan until 10th Feb remained at about 31.77% lower

compared to previous season due to delay in new crop harvest and higher prices in the internal market. New crop differentials continue to firm up as the local
supply remain tight. Harvesting in some part continues, weather remain favorable for harvesting & drying process

An ongoing locust swarm in Eastern Africa has caused devastation to crops across Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia in recent weeks, and it now looks as if this
swarm could threaten the Ugandan coffee crop. The insects, which can destroy hundreds of acres of crops in a single day are currently sweeping through the

northeastern region of Uganda, close to the eastern growing region near Mbale and Tororo. This comes as very concerning news to coffee growers and the
Ugandan Agricultural Ministry which forecasts a very successful coffee crop (between 6.5M-7M bags compared to a normal crop of 5M) for the upcoming harvest.

Currently efforts are being made to halt the swarm through the use of mechanized insecticide sprayers. The eastern region of Uganda accounts for
approximately 27% of overall production in the country, and as this region is currently the most at risk from the locust swarm it could be estimated that

approximately 1.92M bags of production could be at risk.

Nestlé reported that its fiscal 2019 net profit increased by 24.4% to 12.6 billion Swiss francs ($12.9 billion) beating a consensus forecast of 12.36 billion francs

in a company-supplied analysts’ poll. Fiscal 2019 sales were 92.6 billion Swiss francs compared to 91.4 billion francs ($94.8 billion), prior year, an increase of
1.2%. Earnings per share increased by 28.0% to 4.30 francs. Net profit benefited from the sale of Nestlé Skin Health. Nespresso maintained mid single-digit

organic growth, with positive growth across all regions. North America grew at a strong double-digit rate, outpacing market growth. All product categories saw
positive organic growth. The largest contribution came from Purina PetCare and its premium brands Purina Pro Plan and Purina ONE. Coffee had good
momentum, helped by strong demand for Starbucks products, which by now have been rolled out in more than 40 countries.

Independent coffee shops in London have increased sevenfold over the last decade, according to a new report from the industry research group Allegra. The

number of “quality independent” coffee shops have risen from about 50 in 2010 to more than 400 in 2020. The coffee shops classified in this category include
one-site independent shops as well as mini-chains such as Caravan Coffee Roasters, which operates six locations, and Redemption Roasters, which boasts nine

sites. Multinational chains such as Starbucks and Costa also saw a 57 percent rise in the same period, with 2,195 franchises at present.

Japan's coffee imports rise to 8.3 mln bags in 2019. Japan is by far the largest coffee drinker in Asia, and behind only the United States, Brazil and Germany

in the world. Per capita consumption is around 3.8 kg.
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This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

The weakness of the euro against the dollar has continued in the last week, bringing it to the minimum level of the year at 1.0816. It is necessary to go back to

May 2017 to find similar quotes, but more striking is that the implied volatility at one month is at the lowest levels of the last 20 years, which means that
significant changes in the short term are not contemplated . At this point, we must monitor whether the euro loses the support it has at 1,0800 EURUSD, as it

would increase the chances of it going to 1,0500 EURUSD, its next key support.

In general, the euro reflects the worst performance of EMU against the United States. The European Commission, in its winter report, has presented the same

growth forecasts for EMU as in autumn (1.2% for 2020 and 2021), assuming that Germany's resistance will compensate for the lower estimated growth in
France and Italy.
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